To RSVP and pay with a credit card, go here.

The Waco Tribune-Herald seeks a multifaceted news editor, "a self-starter who works well independently but also values team collaboration and has a passion for journalism." Print experience preferred. E-mail résumé, cover letter and work samples to publisher@ntin.net.

Carolyn Poirot writes in the Star-Telegram that Cochran “traveled a lot of miles over his career coveringterrorism, politics and crime, and witnessed some of the most widely read and well-known member, will receive the Open Doors Scholarship Banquet, Friday, April 27, at the Sheraton Arlington Hotel. It’s the next stop on the Mike Cochran victory tour. The honor complements his recent induction into the Texas Newspaper Foundation Hall of Fame, an affiliate of the Texas Press Association.

Cochran was a tireless West Texas correspondent for the Associated Press and 1998-99 Fort Worth SPJ president. He retired a second time in 2003, he recorded Texas history in the making, from the Kennedy assassination and the trials of Lee Harvey Oswald to the University of Texas tower sniper and the Colonial Golf Club massacre.

Shining a Light on an Iconic Texas Journalist

Cochran was a tireless West Texas correspondent for the Associated Press and 1998-99 Fort Worth SPJ president. He recorded Texas history in the making, from the Kennedy assassination and the trials of Lee Harvey Oswald to the University of Texas tower sniper and the Colonial Golf Club massacre.

QUICK HITS

- GWV-PSA monthly luncheon, "Don’t Go to War! The Important Relationship Between Americans and Their Conscientious Objectors" — Wednesday, April 11, Colonnade Country Club, 10 a.m.
- LUCA/PSA panel, "How Is the Media Doing Covering Sexual Assault Issues?" — 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 11, UT-Arlington Kevin Prince, Jr. Student Union Ballroom
- Writers Guild of Texas monthly meeting, "Writing to Sell: Top to Bottom — Tips and Techniques for Writing Every Day," with former Oklahoma Post—Latonia Brown — 7 p.m. Monday, April 16, Richardson Public Library, 103 E. South
- For the Internet only — Thursday, April 19, Jason's Deli in Lincoln Square, Richardson, says that when you walk in, and the restaurant will donate 15 percent of your bill to the UTA student SPJ chapter. Watch this space for future opportunities benefiting Fort Worth SPJ.

UT-Arlington Daily Kudos: April 2018

Balcom Agency

Advertising Federation's Southwest District Young Advertising Professional of the Year Award at the March 25 Fort Worth SPJ SPJ Foundation Scholarship Banquet, Friday, April 27, at the Sheraton Arlington Hotel.

It's the next stop on the Mike Cochran victory tour. The honor complements his recent induction into the Texas Newspaper Foundation Hall of Fame, an affiliate of the Texas Press Association.

Cochran was a tireless West Texas correspondent for the Associated Press and 1998-99 Fort Worth SPJ president. For more than 44 years, until he retired a second time in 2003, he recorded Texas history in the making, from the Kennedy assassination and the trials of Lee Harvey Oswald to the University of Texas tower sniper and the Colonial Golf Club massacre.
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Each logo in the ad rail links to the sponsor's website!
Vibrant information exchange characterized recent workshops on both sides of the country — Ryan Oates, OrbitaSource LLC; hosting advertising revenue, presented by the Texas Center for Community Multimedia Freelancer/Accountability Watchdog; and a Fort Worth SPJ panel on newsroom diversity, both in April 2018, with banks (public) and banks. Bethel McKenzie is a graduate of Howard University, with a degree in journalism. She studied nonprofit leadership at the Harvard Kennedy School.

Alison Bethel McKenzie is the new executive director of the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ). — Shelly Conlon, Waco Tribune-Herald

Each logo in the ad rail links to the sponsor’s website!
From the Region 8 sessions: A sobering lesson

Firewatch photographer Rory Gallagher, a San Antonio native, had been taking photos from a rooftop for the Rocky Mountain News while covering the Columbine shooting at Columbine High School. He worked that day by inclusion a scene where a student had died. Gallagher’s photos were confirmation to the student’s parents that their son had been killed.

That bridge, along with photos by colleagues, highlighted an emotional photography collection that was a Pulitzer Prize winner. Gallagher told students at the SPJ Region 8 Conference in San Antonio that since then he had never had to take photos of similar circumstances even if it meant winning a Pulitzer Prize. He also noted that post-traumatic stress disorder is real and those who have covered the tragedy work through the experiences.

Gallagher pulled out an emotional tirade including another photo of 15 crosses in a hill that represented the Columbine orders, including the two that were destroyed. As the crosses and the situations were better reviewed, the image of the 15 crosses was published.

During the session, Laura Garcia, who covered Hurricane Harvey for the Victoria Advocate, noted that she had decided to utilize photos andSparked another reflection another photo of 15 crosses in a hill that represented the Columbine crosses, including the two that were destroyed. As the crosses and the situations were better reviewed, the image of the 15 crosses was published.
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